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Award winning New York City headshot photographer, Joe Henson, of Joe Henson
Photography located at 236 West 27th Street, Suite 10RW, New York, NY 10001, with the
phone number 212-463-0575 is scheduled for a return visit to the Washington DC area to hold
publicity shoot sessions. On March 11, 2018 Joe Henson Photography will be offering, among
other packages, their "2 Look Digital Photography Package" which consists of 150 digital
captures for a price tag of $450. The photography sessions are to be held at their McLean, VA
studio location.

Joe Henson Photography make regular trips to other cities such as Boston, Philadelphia,
Atlanta, and Norfolk. Information for travel dates and the locations can be found here: Joe
Henson Travel Dates

Joe Henson has an accumulation of more than 30 years of photography experience and
specializes in what is known as Headshot Photography. His extensive portfolio contains the
photographs of over 17,000 of his clients, many of which are recognizable famous actors. Joe
Henson equally shoots CEOs, writers, children, politicians, performers, and families. His
commercial work has been exhibited in numerous magazines, DVD covers, book jackets,
corporate brochures, billboards and in feature films.

When asked about the reasons behind scheduling this actor headshots DC shoot session, Joe
Henson said:

“The DC area generates a lot of work for actors and they have responded extremely well to the
quality that we bring from New York. We have been coming down to DC every month or so for
the last 15 years and our schedule sells out every time.”

Those who want to get an inside look at how Joe Henson work his photo shoot sessions can
view this video: Meet Joe Henson Photography

Discussing how he feels about his work, Joe Henson says:

"After more than 30 years of shooting, I still feel excited every time I pick up my camera.
Meeting my sitters, getting to know them and helping them figure out the essence of their
image is a creative collaboration that always feels fresh and full of promise. I feel a respect for
the importance of the event and am humbled by the trust placed in me. Portraiture is like
bottling lightning. I love what I do!"

Individuals interested in scheduling with Joe Henson during his visit March 11th should call him
at his Manhattan studio at 212-463-0575, or visit the company website at 
https://www.joehenson.com/.
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Keyword Rankings

Recorded Keyword Rankings: 500

Our crazy tech monkies have searched the web far and wide to find out what
keywords your press release is ranking for. They worked hard and literally
checked for hundreds of possible rankings.

Your press release ranked in the number one position in Google for 437
keyword phrases and was in the top ten for 478 phrases!

Below is a partial list of keyword rankings we were able to track. These
rankings are a snapshot from the time we did our rank checking which was
shortly after your release went live. These rankings are likely to change over
time.

Want Ongoing Keyword Tracking?

If you would like to track the rankings of your Press Release over time, then
the only platform that has the technology to do this is Serped. It is the best all-
in-one SEO and marketing agency research and reports platform, and as a
PressCable customer you get access to a special $1 trial here

#1 - nyc dc shoot #13 - nyc actor dc
#6 - acclaimed nyc #1 - actor dc shoot
#1 - plans actor dc #1 - headshot plans
#1 - plans dc shoot #3 - acclaimed plans
#3 - nyc plans shoot #1 - nyc plans actor
#10 - nyc actor shoot #1 - nyc headshot dc
#3 - acclaimed shoot #1 - plans headshots
#2 - nyc headshots dc #1 - acclaimed nyc dc
#2 - headshot plans dc #30 - headshot actor dc
#6 - plans actor shoot #1 - headshot dc shoot
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#1 - nyc plans actor shoot #1 - nyc headshot dc shoot
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